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Preface

A few years ago, I began to notice at conventions, workshops and 
online a lot of photographer’s questions and concerns regarding 
selling digital files were being asked over and over. I wondered why 
they were having such a tough time getting answers. I realized the 
information they were looking for didn’t really exist: How to sell 
digital files.  

The established pros continued to rely on their traditional business 
model and weren’t selling digital files, while the newer generation 
of photographers were struggling to figure out how to profit selling 
digital files – with no one to give them the tried-and-true advice 
they were looking for. 

The traditional method for pricing was working for those new pho-
tographers. You see - the established pros were still taking their 
cost of goods sold and multiplying by 4 to build in their profit. But 
with a digital file, there are not cost of goods sold...so 0 x 4 is...0.
See how we got into a bit of a mess?

I thought to myself, this shift in the industry isn’t going away. The 
photography market has changed and if we don’t adapt our busi-
ness model quickly to embrace this new product being requested, 
we’re all going to be in a lot of trouble.  After extensively research-
ing the issue and not finding anyone offering a solution - I decided 
to work on the problem myself. 

Pixelcents is my solution for all those photographers struggling 
with the best way to sell digital files. It has the answer for those 
long-time pros who are wondering if they should be selling files in 
their portrait business; and is the answer for emerging pros who 
are wondering how to make a living in this business. 

This book begins with a brief explanation of how photographers 
have run successful, profitable companies in the past. I then out-
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line the changes we need to make in our business practices to 
make sure that being a professional photographer continues to 
be a prestigious and rewarding way to make a living. And finally, I 
provide you with a mathematical formula for assigning a value to 
your digital files - whether you’re selling them to portrait clients for 
personal use or a local business for commercial use.

Photographers can increase their sales, improve their bottom 
lines and sell their digital files all while maintaining a sustainable 
photography business and their integrity as an artist. Let me 
show you how. 
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Introduction
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Portrait Client: “Can we buy the files?”
Me: “No.”
Portrait Client: (Sad face)

I was tired of sad faces on my clients. They loved my work. They 
happily purchased coffee table albums and prints for their walls. 
But for almost 10 years after I went digital, when they asked to 
spend more money with me by purchasing digital files, I had said 
no, they were not for sale.

Why the heck not? I finally asked myself that question. In the com-
mercial side of my business, I had been selling and releasing files 
to clients for years. 

Why was I holding out on my portrait clients? 

Well, there were many reasons. One, I thought about selling files 
and not having control over what the prints might look like hanging 
in their homes. Two, I was worried that they would share them all 
over the internet and no one would know it’s my work. And three, I 
guess because no one had told me it was okay. I worked long and 
hard in my business and was proud to call myself a professional 
photographer. I wondered if I would be considered less of a pro if I 
sold my files.

Clients want “their” files, and good business people strive for 
100% customer satisfaction. If photographers don’t want disap-
pointed clients, how can we release our files, make customers 
happy, while maintaining a sustainable business and the respect of 
our colleagues?

This is where the Pixelcents solution comes in. If we use contracts, 
restrict the file size, indicate the terms of use in a signed release 
form, and value our image files appropriately, we can sell our cli-
ents what they want. As a result we will be able to increase our 
sales, improve our bottom lines and enjoy a sucessful, profit-
able photography business. 

:-(
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The Industry
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Before we get into the details of how to sustainably sell your files, 
it’s important to have an understanding of the photography indus-
try and consumer needs. To get you up to speed, this next chapter 
will review the consumer portrait industry, the digital revolution and 
the commercial industry. 

Consumer Portrait Industry

For decades, wedding and portrait photographers made money by 
charging a session fee right off the bat and then made additional 
profit by selling multiple copies of the same photograph created 
from that session. If you photographed a wedding, besides the 
proof album and highlight album, you might sell an 8x10 portrait to 
both sets of parents and perhaps four of the same 5x7s for each 
set of grandparents. One image resold many times over was our 
bread and butter.

This business model worked for many photographers until digital 
became mainstream. Suddenly, clients were asking for our digital 
files.  Like most other photographers, I said no, followed by an 
explanation similar to why I didn’t sell my negatives. 

But the problem is that they are not the same as our negatives, 
and more importantly, that explanation doesn’t always satisfy our 
clients. We can instantly make copies of digital files for free. We 
can store them in multiple places, archive them forever, or distrib-
ute them to clients at staggeringly low cost. So why can’t we make 
copies of them and sell them to our clients?

There is a valid concern that by releasing our originals we may lose 
our creative control of the image. Giving away all of our digital files 
from a session is also completely unsustainable, unless we start 
charging appropriately. Too many people, both photographers and 
clients, don’t understand the true value of those “free” digital files. 

The digital age of photography has changed the definition of what 
it means to be a photographer. Before digital, photographers cap-
tured images by “editing” before pressing their shutter. Few pros 
actually processed and printed their own images (this was all done 
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by professional labs), and they didn’t need advanced software 
training or website expertise. Today, photographers take hundreds 
or thousands of photos from sessions or weddings, and then sit 
for countless hours processing them on their computers. A profes-
sional camera setup used to last a career. Now, our digital SLRs, 
laptops, websites, and software are all obsolete within a few years.  

Simply put: our product has been devalued while our overhead has 
been magnified. It is no wonder that so many photographers who 
“go pro” go out of business and that so many seasoned pros are 
abandoning their careers or learning to live with less, lamenting the 
passing of photography’s “golden age”.

Like it or not, the digital age is here to stay. With these challenges 
come opportunities, and it is up to the next generation of photog-
raphers to adapt and create their own sustainable business model. 
I believe the model exists where we can satisfy our clients while 
earning a respectable income and take that trip to Peru or Paris…
and not just once in a lifetime!
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The Digital Revolution

Many new photographers came into the scene as a result of the 
changing economy and the affordability of digital cameras. With 
digital cameras came digital files, and an inexperienced photogra-
pher hasn’t got a clue how to value this product. And the truth is - 
neither do many professionals. 

With the explosion of social media and abundance of cell phone 
cameras, people are sharing photographs like never before. Online 
galleries shared on cell phones have replaced the traditional wal-
let photograph. When a client comes to you for a portrait session, 
they want to know if they can share these photos with their friends 
and family – and they don’t mean by purchasing Sally, David and   
Suzie each an 8x10 mounted, laminated and framed print. 

Currently, there is no industry standard on what is acceptable for 
selling digital files. If you ask any established pro what they charge 
for an 8x10 print, their answer would probably be within 25% of 
each other. If you ask an established pro what they charge for a 
digital file you’ll get answers all over the place. 
 
As the new generation of photographers grow stronger and tight-
en up their craft, it is imperative that they be given the tools and 
knowledge to build a successful business model. If not, we as an 
industry risk the decreased value of our craft and hinder our 
potential ability to make a full-time living. 

Why should we care?

Well, here’s a worst case scenario. Say there are 10 new photog-
raphers in my town this year and they are all charging very little for 
their services in an effort to get their foot in the door and build a 
reputation. That’s fine - because that’s how most of us got started. 
However, as the months pass, assuming they are becoming better 
photographers and business people, they need to raise their prices 
to reflect that. If they don’t eventually raise their prices to an indus-
try standard (where they are considering all the factors of running a 
business) then the general public becomes conditioned to paying 
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prices for photography that are not sustainable. Now none of us 
are making enough money to pay for that vacation, mortgage or 
our kid’s education, and we may be forced to find an alternative 
career.

Selling digital files in a sustainable, professional manner can in-
crease our bottom line and if we’re smart about it, it can be an 
additional venue for promoting our business. 

In the commercial industry, photographers have been releasing photo 
files to clients for corporate, editorial and advertising use for generations. 
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The Commercial Industry

There is nothing wrong with releasing photo files to paying clients. 
In the commercial world they have been doing it for generations. 
There is a solid business model and protocol being followed on 
that side of the industry. The key is that digital files are not released 
without a signed agreement indicating the terms of use. 

Let me recap my main concerns about selling digital files: 

• Not having control over what the final product might look like
• Clients might share them all over the internet and no one will 

know it’s my work
• Because no one has told me it was okay/sustainable.

Couldn’t a terms of use agreement with my clients take care of the 
first two? I could restrict the file size and have them sign an agree-
ment saying the license is just for media sharing (phones, tablets, 
Facebook, etc.) and then I could also include that they have to 
include a photo credit (like magazines do) or maybe I’ll just water-
mark them. 

I can hear your response already; “They will just take the files to a 
drug store and have them printed anyway, and they’ll look terrible 
because they were low-res files!” 

The thing is, if you ask your clients why they want the photos, the 
real reason is that they want to share them. If you ask them where 
or how, most of them will tell you facebook, instagram or on their 
phones. There will always be a certain percentage of people who 
break the rules, but most of our clients are good people with good 
intentions, and a clearly-stated agreement does actually mean 
something to them. 

So, back to the commercial industry. 
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If you’re unfamiliar on how image licensing works on the com-
mercial side of the photography industry, I highly recommend you 
check out this link here: 

 http://www.asmp.org/tutorials/licensing-guide.html

This guide from the American Society of Media Photographers 
takes you step by step through the process of licensing photos to 
commercial clients. 

As I mentioned in my introduction, I suggest we simplify this 
process and adapt it to the portrait industry. 

Restrict the file size, indicate the terms of use in simple lan-
guage, and have your client sign an image release form before 
delivering the files. 

http://asmp.org/tutorials/licensing-guide.html
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General  Biz
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If we are going to consider selling our digital files in a sustainable, 
responsible way, there are a few things we should touch on before 
we get into the actual pricing and selling. This chapter will touch 
on some things to think about as well as some of the paperwork 
involved in selling digital files. 

Copyright

In 2012, after 25 years of lobbying, Canadian photographers finally 
own their copyright. Thanks to the PPOC and CAPIC, with the pas-
sage of Bill C-11, photographers are the first owners of copyright 
on their works by default. However, there are exceptions to this 
rule directly affecting wedding and portrait photographers. 

“in the case of a private or non-commercial commission such as 
a portrait, wedding etc. being commissioned for non-commercial 
or private purposes, the person who commissioned the images will 
have the right to reproduce the images at will without permission 
of the photographer, to print as many as he or she wants as well as 
to post the images on the internet without limits if it is for private or 
non-commercial use. The person can also give the right to do the 
same to anyone.”
1

To prevent this exception, you must state in your contract that “No 
other reproduction is permitted without the written permission 
of the author and/or copyright owner”.2 

If you are living outside of Canada, here are a few resources you 
can check out to find out what the copyright laws are in your coun-
try:

 Australia: http://www.copyright.org.au
 The site is for the Australian copyright council and has a 
latest news section following copy   right issues 
around the world. 

 New Zealand: http://www.copyright.org.nz

1 The Canadian Copyright Coalition
2 Bill C-11

©

http://www.copyright.org.au
http://www.copyright.org.nz
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 UK: http://www.copyrightservice.co.uk
 Information on copyright law, how to protect your work etc. 

 USA: http://www.copyright.gov
 A very informative website, copyright basics, FAQs, on-line   
          copyright registration, proposed  legislation etc. 

 World Intellectual Property Organization: http://www.wipo.
int/copyright/en/activities/copyright_licensing.html
 Just in case you’re up for some additional reading on the   
 topic.

Contracts

A written contracts’ main purpose is to clearly state an agreement 
and ensure that both the photographer and client are committed 
to fulfilling their obligations. Most disputes are a result of poor 
communication or unmet expectations. A signed contract protects 
both parties and can often bring up potential issues in the form of 
questions before a session, saving everyone a lot of headache. You 
should have one!

Now, if you’re already using a contract and feel confident about it, 
you can probably skip the next section. First, double check that 
you have a line protecting yourself against “data rot” and quality of 
repoduction done elsewhere. Also, if you’re a Canadian photogra-
pher, don’t forget to add the line: “No other reproduction is permit-
ted without the written permission of the author and/or copyright 
owner.” 

If you’re not using a contract, let’s quickly list what should be in-
cluded:

• Sales order or package details including post-production (basic 
file editing, retouching, web page of previews etc.)

• Dates/Times 
• Location
• Delivery (deadlines and how the images will be delivered: FTP, 

http://www.copyrightservice.co.uk
http://www.copyright.gov
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email, or usb, etc.)
• Digital file purchase policy (see page 37)
• Usage/Image license of digital files
• Waiver of liability against data rot (degradation of files), lifespan 

of files and quality of reproduction done elsewhere. 

Ideally, we’d all have the resources to hire a lawyer to have a prop-
er contract created, custom tailored to your needs. Lawyers are 
expensive, however, there is an alternative. Check with the profes-
sional photography organizations in your area to see if they include 
them with your membership fee. Often they will have a few con-
tracts for use by their members, and the membership dues for one 
of these organizations is far less than the cost of hiring a lawyer. 

Here are some professional organizations to check with:

Canada:  The Professional Photographers of Canada
   http://www.ppoc.ca
 The Canadian Association of Professional Image Creators
   http://www.capic.org

New Zealand: New Zealand Institute of Professional Photography
   http://www.nzipp.org.nz
 Advertising & Illustrative Photographers Association
 http://www.aipa.org.nz/Resources/Contracts-And-Forms

 UK:  The British Institute of Professional Photography
   http://www.bipp.com
  The British Press Photographer’s Association
   http://www.thebppa.com
  The Master Photographers Association
   http://www.thempa.com

 
USA:   American Society of Media Photographers
   http://www.asmp.org
  National Press Photographers Association
   http://www.nppa.org
  Professional Photographers of America
   http://www.ppa.com

www.ppoc.ca
http://www.ppoc.ca
www.capic.org
http://www.capic.org
http://www.nzipp.org.nz
http://www.nzipp.org.nz
http://www.aipa.org.nz/Resources/Contracts-And-Forms/
http://www.aipa.org.nz/Resources/Contracts-And-Forms/
www.bipp.com
http://www.bipp.com
www.thebppa.com
http://www.thebppa.com
http://
http://www.thempa.com
www.asmp.org
http://www.asmp.org
www.nppa.org
http://www.nppa.org
www.ppa.com
http://www.ppa.com
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  Wedding Photography Association
   http://www.wppionline.com

Once you have a contract to use, make sure to have your clients 
sign it when you book a session. To make your life and business a 
little bit easier, consider studio management software that will 
administer these contracts for you. When your clients accept a 
quote or proposal, they are taken to a page where they have to 
sign the contract before they pay your retainer or deposit. With 
the ease of use of these programs there’s no excuse not to have a 
contract with each of your clients!

I use Táve Studio Manager to administer my contracts for me (and 
it manages my product line, contacts, invoices etc.). There are 
other alternatives such as ShootQ and Studioplus software that will 
do the same thing.  
 

Ex. The PPOC offers a Wedding Agreement for use of their members. 

www.wppionline.com
http://www.wppionline.com
http://www.tave.com/join/melissawelsh
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Image Licenses

We touched on this a little earlier. An image license is basically a 
legal way for giving someone permission to use a photograph you 
created. Because you own the copyright to your photography, if 
someone wants  to use your work, whether it is for commercial or 
personal use, you need to “grant” an image license. Your image 
license will describe how someone can or cannot use your image 
and should be included in all of your paperwork. If you were going 
to license digital files for personal use to a portrait client, here is an 
example of what to include: 

Names of Parties 
Licensor:
Licensee:
Media:  Type of media that your photograph can be reproduced
 (Ex. Prints, Personal Electronic Device, Web)
Format: How you are delivering the photograph(s)
 (Ex. print, cd of jpgs, electronic download)
Size: What size can they print or share online?
 (4x6 print, 600px length on-line)
Quantity: How many photographs you are licensing
Duration:  How long are you letting your clients use them? 
 (Ex. In perpetuity)
Exclusivity: Can you also license the image to additional buyers? 
 (Ex. Yes = Non-exclusive, 
            No = Exclusive (Note - If the terms are exclusive, and make sure 
to charge appropriately!))
License Start Date: When can they start using the photographs 
for personal use?
Media Constraints: Are there limitations to where they can publish 
the photos? 
 (Ex. Only at the following URLs: http://www.facebook.com, )
Requirements: Do the need to mention your company/name when 
publishing the photographs?
 (Ex. Credit line requirement and link to website)

Conditions: Any conditions you might set.
 (Ex.  Image licensing granted only on receipt of payment in 
full.) 

http://www.facebook.com
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Image Information: Quantity & description of images (file names)
 (Ex. 142 image files. Sally-Jeff-wedding-001.jpg through 
Sally-Jeff-wedding-142.jpg)
Additional Info: Transaction date

An Aside

I know that most photographers do not have the 
resources to go after every misused digital file they 
release to their clients.

BUT

I do think that if we implement this additonal piece of 
paperwork into our work flow, together we can educate 
the public on how they can use professional photographs 
and as a result, change the sense of entitlement and the 
current confusion surrounding digital files. 

Sally-Jeff-wedding-001.jpg
Sally-Jeff-wedding-142.jpg
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Image Release Form

In the commercial industry, photographers are often hired to shoot 
a certain number of images for a particular project. In these cas-
es, it’s easy to include the image license information in the original 
contract. But if you’re shooting a portrait session or a wedding, it’s 
difficult to determine up front how many files your client will pur-
chase and how they will want to use them. Because of this factor, 
you can’t create the image license you are granting until after the 
session. 

This is why you would use an Image Release Form. The purpose 
of this form is to clearly state the image license you are granting, 
along with your terms and conditions. This form should be signed 
by your client before you deliver the image files. Your studio soft-
ware program can administer an Image Release Form the same 
way it would a contract. You can also check into your online gallery 
software and see if they have an image release form integrated into 
their shopping cart. This is convenient if you are selling your files 
online because your clients can read and sign the release before 
downloading their purchase. 

If you do not sell digital downloads online, or you deliver the files 
in person, you can always have them sign a physical paper release 
form. I have included a template in your download folder.
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Here is an example of what your Image Release Form may look 
like:

Image Release Form

Date: March 30, 2014

Licensor:       Licensee:
Melissa Welsh      Jim and Sally 
Melissa Welsh Photography    123 Vernon St.
123 Nocks Rd.      Vancouver, BC
Nelson, BC      D4E 5F6
A1B 2C3      (123) 456-7891
    

Licensing Agreement for the delivered files

Media:  Prints, Personal Electronic Device, Web
Size: Print size: 4” x 6”, On-line reproduction: 600px
Quantity: 142 image files
Duration: In perpetuity
Exclusivity: Non-exclusive
License Start Date: September 1, 2013
Media Constraints: On-line publication allowed only at the following URLs: 
http://www.facebook.com, 
Requirements: On-line publication must include a credit line reading 
“Photograph by Melissa Welsh” and link to URL: http://www.melissawelsh.
com
Conditions: 1. Contents. If the submission count is not correct, notification 
must be made immediately by email or phone. 2. Usage. The grant of rights 
is conditioned on receipt of payment. Reproduction is authorized only in the 
stated formats. All other rights are reserved to Melissa Welsh.  The sale of 
other rights is negotiable. Any alteration, manipulation, or derivation from 
the photographs must be specifically authorized in writing by Melissa Welsh. 
The photographs may not be placed in any electronic cataloging without the 
written permission of Melissa Welsh.
Image Information:  142 image files. 
Sally-Jim-wedding-001.jpg through Sally-Jim-wedding-142.jpg

Client Signature: 

Melissa Welsh Photography
E:  info@melissawelsh.com W: www.melissawelsh.com

http://www.melissawelsh.com
http://www.melissawelsh.com
Sally-Jim-wedding-001.jpg
Sally-Jim-wedding-142.jpg
mailto:info@melissawelsh.com
www.melissawelsh.com
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A great resource to use for licensing language and informa-
tion is PLUS (www.useplus.com). Here’s some information 
from their website: 

PLUS Coalition
The PLUS Coalition is a global non-profit organization 
focusing on the communication and management of image 
rights.  In the PLUS Coalition, photographers and their as-
sociations collaborate with associations representing pub-
lishers, museums, libraries, advertising agencies, design 
firms, stock agencies, educational institutions, photofinish-
ers and others, in order to create standards that simplify 
the communication of image rights.   The PLUS Coalition 
has also created the PLUS Registry, at www.PLUSregistry.org.  

PLUS Registry
The PLUSregistry will allow wedding and portrait photog-
raphers to identify their photographs in such a way that 
their clients will be able to determine what they can or 
can’t do with the photographs. In addition, the Registry will 
allow retainers and photofinishers to determine whether 
they can reproduce images submitted by their customers 
in digital or print format. Additionally, digital prints may 
eventually recognize PLUS identifiers and enable consum-
ers to avoid unintentional infringement.  Lastly, social web-
sites and search engines will eventually recognize PLUS 
identifiers and be able to identify the creator and owner of 
any photograph. PPA is a major supporter of PLUS, just as 
PMAI is also a supporter, and together we are working on 
solutions for wedding and portrait photographers. The use 
of PLUS will be very simple for photographers and their 
customers, and will benefit all concerned. 

http://www.useplus.com
www.PLUSregistry.org
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Here is an example of what your Image Release Form may look 
like:
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Business Models
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So now you’re thinking...how do I start figuring out what to 
charge? Good question.

You can’t begin to set prices for your photography without really 
knowing your numbers. The most important numbers in your busi-
ness are your Gross Revenue Goal (expenses, cost of good sold, 
profit, depreciation, salary), your minimum sale and your hourly 
billing rate (inclusive of non-billable hours) 

If these numbers are new to you, or if you don’t know them off the 
top of your head, then you should check out Pixelcents Business 
& Pricing Strategy Software. It helps you figure out all the most im-
portant numbers in your business and helps you create a personal 
pricing strategy. 

One of the other things to keep in mind when you’re working out 
your numbers is your business volume. Are you a high volume - 
low price type of a studio? Low volume - high price? A medium 
volume - medium price is typically the most common for sole pro-
prietor photographers. 

Once you have your numbers worked out you can figure out how 
to sustainably incorporate digital files into the different business 
models.

Photography Sales Strategy

If you are going to license your digital files for personal use to 
clients, there are many different ways you could do it. Here are 
three examples of what your strategies could look like:
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Example 1
Sell 100% digital files

Purchase a small low-res file for $xx and a small high-res file for $xx 
(see page 21 for examples on what a “small low-res file or small high-res file 
might be)

This is a newer model of sales and a bit controversial to some. The 
pro is that you can potentially have a very high profit margin on 
your products. The cons are that you give up the chance to have 
a professionally printed product in your client’s home which also 
serves as a life-long, high-quality advertisement for your business. 
For some, this may be just fine. It is also important to note that if 
this is the route you choose, you must value your files appropri-
ately if you’re ever going to make a solid profit in your business. 
You’re also going to need to sell more photos. 

Why? Well….

Remember, the traditional photography business model for por-
traits is to shoot a certain amount of poses and then sell multiple 
prints of one image. With digital files, you are only going to be 
able to sell a file once, so in order to make the same kind of mon-
ey you can with a print sales model, you’re going to have to shoot 
more so you can sell more, to make up the difference. 

Example 2
Sell Digital Files and use your prints as add on 

sales

Purchase a large high-res file for $xxx and receive a free 8x10

Sound crazy? You know, I don’t think it’s that crazy at all. One of 
the arguments for not “giving the files away” is that we don’t have 
control over the final product. So give them that final product you 
want them to have, and charge them enough for the digital files so 
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that you make a profit. Your client will now have an example of a 
professional print in their home and will see the difference in print 
quality compared to a department store lab. 

Example 3
Sell Wall portraits, albums & prints and use 

digital files to increase your bottom line
 
Purchase an 11x14 print or larger and receive the same small low-
res file for $xx

In my opinion, this is the BEST model! As a photographer you have 
peace-of-mind knowing that you have a beautifully finished art 
piece on your client’s wall, not only for their own enjoyment, but 
for your long-term business promotion. At the same time, you can 
increase your clients satisfaction by offering an additional prod-
uct they want to have - a file to put on their phone and share with 
friends and family. Now because that product has no hard cost 
associated with it, it can be pure profit added to your bottom line. 
I suggest that you set a minimum purchase before making the files 
available for purchase. 

Keep in mind that this business model can also set you apart from 
the masses and help establish yourself as a “professional” if you 
haven’t already. In this case you have the opportunity to sell your 
clients a final product no one else can. Sell them something they’ll 
brag about. Sell them something they’ll treasure.

Now I realize there are a number of different ways that you can in-
corporate the sales of files into your business. This process is just 
to get you thinking about how you are currently selling files in your 
business and whether or not you could be doing it better and as a 
result become more profitable. Remember, I’ve said this before…
our digital files have the potential to increase our profit margins - if 
we’re smart about it. So let’s sell them! 
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Digital File Purchase Policy

Once you have chosen a business model for selling digital files, it 
is important to determine your digital file purchase policy. A digital 
file purchase policy (DFPP) should state how and when digital files 
are available for purchase and should be available to your client at 
the time of session booking.

Ex. Digital files are only available with a purchase of a wall portrait. 

Digital files are available with purchases of $1500 or more.

Value of a Digital File

If we are going to sell our digital files, it is important for us to un-
derstand the value of this product so that we can properly educate 
our client. Where the value of physical print or album product is of-
ten more obvious to both the photographer and client, a digital file 
can be duplicated at will, given to friends and family and viewed on 
many devices, all within an instant. Because of these factors, the 
digital file of all sizes should be valued appropriately. 

Here is an example of how you could communicate the value on 
your price list or product catalogue to your customers:

Digital Files
Our digital file collections are one of the most precious items we 
sell. Once the files are released to you, you are able to share these 
photos with an unlimited number of people, forever. If you have 
purchased a print-ready file, you are able to print copies for all of 
the people in your life whenever you need. As with all of our prod-
ucts, these images grow more valuable as time passes. Please 
make sure to backup your files.
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Some folks will argue that a digital file isn’t a finished 
product, and they question our integrity as artists if 
we are willing to release an unfinished piece of work 
from our studio. The thing is, when you really think 
about it, a digital file can be a finished piece. You can 
do all of your touch ups and artwork and license that 
file to a client for their big screen tv or tablet and it 
can look absolutely fabulous. So what’s all the fuss 
about?

Well, a digital file is fleeting. It comes and goes. It’s 
not always there, you have to go find it. It is not seen 
by your friends and family when they walk in the front 
door. It is not passed in the hallway by your children 
every night when they go to bed. 

A printed photograph can find its place in a home for 
an entire generation. It has a physical presence that 
can be compared to a rocking chair or a painting. As 
life gets busy and speeds up, a photograph of loved 
ones in a room can be a source of strength in the 
tough times, it can be a source of nostalgia. It can also 
be a source of laughter and entertainment as family’s 
grow. It is always there. 

For this reason, a printed photograph can easily 
become one of a families most prized possessions.

Prints Vs. Files
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Prints Vs. Files I think we have been asking the wrong question 
regarding prints versus files. It’s not about whether 
one or the other is right or wrong. It’s about which of 
these is the most suitable product for such an 
important possession.  

I strongly believe in the continued practice of selling 
wall portraits, albums and prints and then using your 
digital files as an add on sale. I believe this practice 
is not only more sustainable for the photographer, it 
also has the most long-term value for the client.

Now back to the files...
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$
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Pricing a Digital File
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Portrait and Wedding Photography

I can’t tell you exactly what you should be charging for a digital 
file, because everyone’s cost of doing business is different. But 
what I can do is give you a formula to help you figure it out.  

Time + IP = $ 

Your time will be associated with your hourly billing rate. Since our 
digital files don’t have any cost of goods sold (COGS) associated 
with them - their value will be based on our intellectual property 
(IP).
  
The “Pixelcents formula” is used for determining the value of your 
IP or in this case a digital file. The formula looks like this:

  $ = Px length x CPPx 

Where $ is price, Px length is the longest side of the image in 
pixels and CPPx is the cents per pixel the photographer assigns to 
the image. 

You can even use the same formula for pricing your products 

Time + IP + COGS = $

It works for stock, assignments, commercial...everything. Imagine, 
everything in your business priced the same way?!?

Cents for Pixels

Here is how the Pixelcents formula works. Depending on factors 
that you decide as an artist and entrepreneur you will assign your-
self a minimum cents-per-pixel rate to use when deciding what to 
charge a client for your files. The major factors will include your 
CODB and your experience in the industry. Typically, a casual 
shooter with low overhead and minimal experience would charge 
less than that the full-time working specialist with a large studio. 
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In the following two charts, you can see an example of what a 
Emerging Pro, Working Pro & Specialist might charge for licensing 
low and high-res files to their portrait clients. 

See the definitions below.

Photographer Types:

Emerging: Typically 5 years or less experience in the industry. Still 
working on developing their style and finding their niche. 
Working Pro: 5 years+ experience in the industry, running a part-
time or full time business with overhead costs (insurance, associa-
tion dues etc.)
Specialist: Recognized as an expert in their field of work. 

Files Sizes and Uses:

For the sake of ease and simplicity, in the examples I used the de-
scriptors: small, medium, large for the file types. You can call them 
whatever you like – but I think it necessary that you start to think of 
each file size as an individual product:

Social Media File or Web-ready (72dpi):     
  
Small (phones, 480px length)   
Medium (tablet, computers, 800px length)
Large (tablet, computers) (1200px length)  

High-res, Printing Files or Print-ready (240dpi)
Small (4” x 6”, 10cm x 15cm, 1440px length)   
Medium (5”x7”, 12.5cm x 17.5cm, 1680 length)  
Large (8”x10”, 20cm x 25cm, 2880 length)
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$ = PX length x CPPx

Low-Res Watermarked 
Emerging 
Pro ($.03)

Working 
Pro ($.06)

Specialist 
($.09)

pixel length 
@72dpi

small 480 px $14 $29 $43
medium 800 px $24 $48 $72

large 1200 px $36 $72 $108

High-res Printmarked
Emerging 
Pro ($.03)

Working 
Pro ($.06)

Specialist 
($.09)

pixel length 
@240dpi

small 1440px $43 $86 $130
medium 1680 px $50 $101 $151

large 2880px $86 $173 $259

If you’re wondering how to combine your cost of doing business, 
sales strategy and pixel cents rate to create a product line or digital 
file package, check out the Pixelcents software. It helps you con-
nect your personal and financial goals to your product and service 
pricing.
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Watermark

A watermarked image has your company logo or copyright 
notice across the photograph. You should watermark your 
images so that your company name stays with the image 
as your clients share the file with friends and family. This 
protects both you and your clients from image theft on-line. 
If your clients do not want watermarked images, consider 
charging more because you are losing out on potential adver-
tising. 

Printmark

A print marked image has your signature usually in the 
bottom right hand corner of the image. You should consider 
print marking all of your print ready files so that your studio/
business name stays attached to the image.  
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Commercial Photography

After developing the Pixelcents formula for personal use, I won-
dered whether I could use the same cents-per-pixel formula for the 
commercial side of my business. Pricing for commercial use has 
always required a bit of research, comparing numerous resources 
(stock agency calculators, photo pricing guides, software etc.), and 
for a lot of folks...it has been really confusing. 

For those who are new to the idea of selling (licensing) your pho-
tos for commercial use - the first thing you need to understand is 
that your photograph is being used to make money. Therefore, you 
deserve to be compensated appropriately for the gains that person 
or company will receive. 

Whether it is a simple business portrait for a client, a full page 
editorial in a glossy magazine (photos attract readership, which 
sells advertising, which makes money), or a banner on a website 
for a non-profit - these are all examples of other people using your 
photographs to benefit them financially. 

So - how does pixel cents work for commercial photographers? I 
compiled industry rates from the US, UK and Canada to calculate 
an industry-rate-range and average in each category of image use. 
I then generalized many of the categories of image use to make 
our lives a little simpler.  

The way you use the formula is the same as for personal use:

 $ = Px length x CPPx 

Where $ is price, Px length is the longest side of the image in 
pixels (inch size x ppi) and CPPx is the value the photographer 
assigns to the image.

The only difference from the personal use formula is that we’ve 
provided a CPPx value range and average depending on how 
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your client wants to use the photo. The ranges and averages come 
from data collected from pricing resources from around the world. 

Pixelcents Ranges & Averages for Commercial Photo Use

CORPORATE
TYPE LOW HIGH AVERAGE
Annual Report $0.06 $0.10 $0.8
Posters (tradeshows) $0.01 $0.02 $0.02
Business Portraits $0.06 $0.10 $0.08

EDITORIAL 
TYPE LOW HIGH AVERAGE
Magazines $0.05 $0.30 $0.17
Newspapers $0.05 $0.24 $0.15
Internet* $0.30 $0.46 $0.38

*Note: Wondering why internet rates are so much higher? Image 
use online isn’t less valuable then print use, but the resolution 
needed for publication is lower. Therefore the price per pixel rate is 
higher online to compensate for the lower image resolution.
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ADVERTISING
TYPE LOW HIGH AVERAGE
Regional Magazine $0.07 $0.16 $0.10
National Magazine $0.14 $0.32 $0.20
International Magazine $0.21 $0.48 $0.30
Newspaper $0.05 $0.09 $0.07
Posters $0.04 $0.12 $0.08
Internet Banner* $0.62 $1.51 $1.06
Internet Commercial** $0.38 $0.91 $0.64

*Internet banner (company advertises on another website) Note: 
based on one year rates. For each additional year of licensing, add 
20 cents per pixel and for each additional site, add 20 cents per 
pixel

**Internet Commercial (company uses photo on their own website) 

Note : based on one year rates

It is important to note again that the rates here are suggested 
values you assign to the digital file for use of the image. The rate 
does not include your time to create the image or any time you 
put into post production. These fees should be calculated above 
the rates suggested.
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Commercial Example 1

A local hotel has contacted you and wants to use a photo of yours 
in a ¼ page ad in a regional magazine. You find out the dimensions 
of the ad are, 4.5 x 5 inches or 1500 px on the longest side. 

$ = 1500 x CPP

Then you take a look at the industry CPP range; for advertising in 
a regional magazine. The chart shows it is 7 to 16 cents per pixel 
with an average of 10 cents per pixel. 

RANGE: 

$ = 500 x .07
 
to 

$ = 1500 x .16

AVERAGE: 

$ = 1500 x .10

This works out to price range of $105 to $240 - the average being 
$150.

You’re probably wondering, “Now that I’ve identified a price range, 
how do I know what price to quote?” 

The answer will be different with every image. 

Some of the questions I ask myself are: how original is the pho-
tograph? Does every photographer in town have the same shot? 
Could anyone get the same shot? If so, I’d probably be happy with 
the base industry rate of $105. If the shot is unique - shot with a 
less common lens, from a different perspective or with spectacular 
light - this makes the image more valuable and therefore 
commands a higher price. 
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The other thing to consider with print advertising is the quality of 
the publication. If it’s more of a ‘rag’, printed on newsprint, you 
could expect the value of the ad to be less for your client then a 
high-quality glossy magazine. If you’re unfamiliar with the publica-
tion, comparing their advertising rates with a publication you are 
familiar with can help you figure out how valuable the image use 
will be. 

The question we should be asking our colleagues in our facebook 
groups and online forums is:  “Should I be charging the average 
rate for this shot or do you think it is more valuable than average?” 
vs. “What should I charge for …”

Commercial Example 2

You get a call to price out a business portrait. They need a 2”x3” 
(5cm x 7.5cm) @ 300dpi file for their website and brochure use. 
Using the average corporate headshot rate of .08 cents a pixel, the 
formula looks like:

$ = 900 x .08

= $72

Now, I need to remember that this price is just the value of the 
image. I need to incorporate my time in post production and the 
shoot itself. (These are my current rates based on my own DCDB)

Post-production = One hour of editing/retouching at $100/hr
Shooting = minimum hourly shooting rate of $195/hr

Headshot total:
$72 + $100 + $195 =
$367

If your client thinks there’s a chance that their head may end up on 
the cover of a magazine, then they’re going to need a larger file. 
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Let’s look at an 8”x12” (20cm x 30.5cm) @300 dpi.

$= 3600x .08

= $288

Post-production = One hour of editing/retouching at $100/hr
Shooting = minimum hourly shooting rate of $195/hr

$288 + $100 + $195
= $583

I would then consider whether or not to include some sort of 
collection discount. 

Note that on occasion when working with an ad agency, you may 
be asked to supply raw files. In this case, you would price your 
files without the full post-production fee. Remember, it still takes 
time to edit, upload/deliver the files - so don’t take it out 
completely!
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Can I accept trades instead of cash?

Of course you can, but understand a proper trade (or barter) is 
achieved when both parties are clear on the value of what they are 
providing and what they are receiving in return. As professionals, 
we owe it to our industry to educate the client about the value of 
the image they are receiving. Make sure the product or service you 
are receiving is of equal or greater value and be sure to use a 
contract to ensure perception of value. 

Every time you release an image for free without educating your 
client, you devalue image use in our industry. Think about the pho-
tographer next month or next year who gets to deal with that client 
after you’ve given them a free image, with no value attached to it. 
You make it more difficult for the next photographer, and the fol-
lowing photographer after that, to negotiate a fair price and make a 
proper living. 

FYI - A credit line (i.e. Photo by Melissa Welsh) is not a form of 
payment! You have no control where that credit line is put and 
rarely does anyone other than a photographer think to look for 
them. I tend to offer a discount if a credit line is included with the 
photograph but it is nowhere close to being as valuable as cash in 
the bank. 
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Things to consider when assigning value to an image

If you’re inexperienced with valuing your photos for commercial 
use, here’s a method that might help you in determining exactly 
where in the range your photo should be priced. I would start with 
the average price and then move up or down in the range depend-
ing on how you answer the following questions (they won’t all be 
applicable to each scenario):

Circulation (how many copies will be distributed?)

Distribution/geographical area covered by 
publication/advertisement

Quality of publication (whether print or online)
Ex. Small independent local rag vs. national geographic

First time client or long time client?

How original is the photograph? (Lens, angle, light etc.)

Small local business or National Corporation?

Is the client purchasing one file or multiple files? 

How long does the client want to use the file?
one time

one month
three months
six months
one year
5 years
perpe
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Fine Art Photography

Many of us sell our fine-art work on the side and a few of us are 
lucky enough to make a full time living at it. Guess what? The same 
formula can be used for assigning value to your prints. I created a 
chart with some suggested values for those of you wondering how 
to price your fine-art prints. The same rules apply as in the other 
categories. These numbers on the following page do not include 
any time to create the image, product cost, or post-production 
time. 
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Emerging Pro Specialist
Suggested CPP Rates

INCHES PIXELS 0.03 0.06 0.09
3 900 27 54 81
4 1200 36 72 108
5 1500 45 90 135
6 1800 54 108 162
7 2100 63 126 189
8 2400 72 144 216
9 2700 81 162 243
10 3000 90 180 270
11 3300 99 198 297
12 3600 108 216 324
13 3900 117 234 351
14 4200 126 252 378
15 4500 135 270 405
16 4800 144 288 432
17 5100 153 306 459
18 5400 162 324 486
19 5700 171 342 513
20 6000 180 360 540
21 6300 189 378 567
22 6600 198 396 594
23 6900 207 414 621
24 7200 216 432 648

Example Fine Art CPP Rates
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Pixel Sense
So, we’ve talked about the industry. We’ve talked about copyright, 
contracts, image licensing, and the pixel cents formula for pricing 
your files in the portrait, commercial and fine-art industries. If this 
makes sense to you and you’re ready to start selling your digital 
files in a sustainable way, let’s break down the steps for you to 
implement this into your portrait business.

Step 1. Figure out the most important numbers in your business. 
Then choose a sales strategy that will work for you:

a. Sell only digital files

b. Sell digital files + prints/albums as add on sale

c. Sell product (prints/albums) + digital files as add on sale

Step 2. Assign your digital files a value per pixel based on your 
cost of doing business and experience in the industry as suggest-
ed.

Step 3. Create or add digital files to your portrait/wedding product 
line with a description that clearly communicates the value of a 
digital file and include your pricing information. 

Ex. Our digital file collections are one of the most precious items 
we sell. Once the files are released to you, you are able to share 
these photos with an unlimited number of people, forever. If you 
have purchased a print ready file, you are able to print copies for 
all of the people in your life whenever you need. As with all of our 
products, these images grow more valuable as time passes. Please 
make sure to backup your files.
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Step 4. Create an Image Release Form for your business that can 
be used when a client purchases a file. This can either be a physi-
cal paper form or could be a separate “contract” within your studio 
management software. The same form can be used for portrait or 
commercial clients. Remember to add your DFPP (digital file pur-
chase policy) to your contract, release form and anywhere else so 
that your clients are in the loop. 

And that’s pretty much it. Clients get “their” files, which keeps 
them satisfied. We have a signed Image Release Form stating the 
terms and conditions about how they can use them. We now have 
a better understanding of the value of our digital files and have 
charged appropriately for them. 

If you are a commercial photographer, you will also have a few new 
things to implement into your business: 

Step 1. Review your numbers and hourly billing rate. Adjust any of 
your pricing to reflect your file rates using the CPP rates provided 
(headshots, business portraits etc.)

Step 2. Review your contract to make sure you have included a 
waiver of liability incase of data rot etc.

Step 3. Keep the Pixelcents book or software handy to assist you 
in pricing future commercial jobs. 
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FAQ.
Q. How do I explain the need for an image license to my portrait 
clients?

A. “As an artist, I own the copyright* to my photographs. In order 
for you to use the photographs for personal use (ex. share on 
facebook or your phone), I need to grant you a license to use 
them. All that means is that you’ll need to sign a form stating you 
understand how you can use the 
photos.”

* REMEMBER: IN CANADA, YOU MUST HAVE A SIGNED CON-
TRACT STATING YOU RETAIN YOUR COPYRIGHT WHEN 
SHOOTING PORTRAITS AND WEDDINGS.

Q. I have been selling only digital files since the beginning of my 
career. My referral clients expect it because I’ve been doing it so 
long. How do I stop this madness?

A. Don’t stop selling your files. Just limit the sizes and price them 
accordingly. I would highly 
recommend bringing in a product line of a few beautiful physical 
products and start using your files to sell them! (ex. Purchase 
Package C and you’ll get 2 web-ready files of your choice).

Q. Sometimes I can spend a few hours editing a file. Should I 
release files with extended artwork to my clients?

A. This is up to you, but remember the more time you spend on a 
file, the more valuable it 
becomes. Not only should you be compensated for your time 
involved, but also for the artwork applied which is your intellectu-
al property. If you can get compensated properly by selling a file - 
go for it. However, most photographers find it much easier to be 
compensated by selling a large wall portrait.
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Q. So this makes sense for portrait photographers, but I’m an 
established wedding photographer and my clients usually want the 
entire collection. What should I charge?

A. There is nothing wrong with offering collection discounts on 
multiple files. Now that you have a better understanding on how to 
value one of your files, you can feel more comfortable 
valuing the collection. As with the individual files, make sure you 
restrict the file size and depending on your business model, con-
sider limiting the collection for purchase to when they have already 
purchased an album, decor print etc.

How to respond to client 
questions

Q. “Do I get the files?” 

A. Each file is available for purchase when you order a decor print 
or album of the same image. 

Q. How much do they cost?

A. We have a wide selection of digital file products. The price rang-
es between $_ _ and $_ _ _ 
depending on whether you would like them for sharing on your 
various media devices or if you would like to have the ability to print 
them.

Q. Why do the files cost so much?

A. Our digital files are one of the most valuable products we offer 
our clients. Remember, when you purchase a digital file, you are 
able to make unlimited (digital) copies of them, share them with an 
unlimited number of people forever. Not to mention the time in-
volved in editing and 
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processing the files. 

Q. Wedding Client: Can we get all the files on a high-res DVD?

A. Of course you can, the total will be $61,250
Just kidding, we’d be happy to offer you a collection discount of 
$60,000. The total price will be $1250.

Q. Commercial or Portrait Client: Why is the file size limited/re-
stricted? 

A. We find that most of our clients do not need the full-res files that 
our cameras produce. As a cost-saving measure for our clients, 
we offer different file sizes to help keep within their budgets. If you 
need a larger file, we’re happy to provide you with a new quote. 
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Pixelcents Business & Pricing 
Strategy Software

While I was writing the book and getting feedback from other 
photographers, I realized I was going to have to create a tool to 
help photographers to work out all of their numbers. After a few 
failed attempts at programming...I finally reached out for some 
help and have created the ulitimate piece of pricing software 
for photographers. It will figure out your gross revenue goal, 
minimum sale, hourly billing rate, weekly, monthly, quarterly and 
annual sales goals, plus has all of the CPPx rates for commer-
cial and personal digital file pricing - in a super hand “price-
a-photo” calculator. The software even has a handy business 
intelligence dashboard that displays all the important numbers 
in your business!

If you want to improve your income, your lifestyle or both - you 
can’t afford not to check it out!
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About the Author
Melissa Welsh is a National Award-Winning BC Professional Pho-
tographer who lives in the beautiful city of Victoria. She studied in 
London, Ontario, and has since built a career in lifestyle, portrait, 
commercial & wedding photography. She is a fun, free-spirited 
individual with a deep love for adventure. Her work can be found in 
private collections around the world as well as in regional, national 
and international publications. 

Melissa is a committed volunteer and dedicates much of her time 
promoting positive change in the photography industry. In the past 
few years she has served as the B.C. President of the Professional 
Photographers of Canada (PPOC), the Communications Chair for 
the PPOC and the chair of the PPOC Island Branch. She is also a 
PPA member.

When Melissa is not working or volunteering, you will find her 
adventuring on Vancouver Island with her husband and two young 
children.

Melissa would love the opportunity to speak to your group about 
Pixelcents or other photography related subjects. Please contact 
her at info@melissawelshphotography.com

You can see her photography work at www.melissawelsh.com

http://www.melissawelsh.com


Photographers around the world can finally 
celebrate. 

A solution exists where photographers can sell 
their digital files, increase their sales, and improve 
their bottom lines—all while maintaining their in-

tegrity as artists.  Melissa Welsh, a national award 
winning photographer, will show you how in her 

book PixelCents: The Pricing Strategy for Modern 
Photographers 

Melissa, is providing a solution that will definitely bring light 
and tools to make sure you get paid according to the VALUE 
of your work, expertise and talent. I think this is a much-need-
ed book and it will help serious photographers make a decent 
living. 

Andre Amyot, Business coach
www.photocoach.com

Holy Sh*t… Great stuff! Solid, understandable and informative, 
Pixel Cents is well laid out and flows nicely though the indus-
tries. The CPPx concept provides a much needed solution 
for both portrait and commercial photographers. Spectacular 
work!

Craig Minielly, Aura Photographic
www.auraphotographics.com

I think you’ve done photographers a great service by break-
ing down the considerations around a potentially thorny and 
evolving conversation. Nice work.

Dane Sanders, New Port Beach, CA


